
Name:             Date:          ea words 5 

 

 

The long (e) sound is often represented by the letters ea when it comes in the 

middle of words, like in the words below.  

  

Remember: Say the word aloud, then say each letter aloud as you write it e.g. 

'lead, l ... e ... a ... d'   
 

You put a lead on your dog to take it for a walk. 

     ¶¯e]a]d          ¶¯e]a]d                                  

If you lean on a wall with wet paint on it, you will get paint on your clothes.  

     ¶¯e]a[n          ¶¯e]a[n                                  

A leap is a big jump.  

     ¶¯e]a[ú          ¶¯e]a[ú                                  

Do you keep your bedroom neat and tidy?  

     ¶±e]a[t          ¶±e]a[t                                  

The very top of a mountain is called its peak. 

     ¶³e]a[„         ¶³e]a[„                                  

When there is a wedding, you might hear the peal of the church bells. 

     ¶³e]a[l         ¶³e]a[l                                   

If the weather is bleak, then it is cold and cloudy.  

     ¶b[¯e]a[„       ¶b[¯e]a[„                                   

A charity needs to appeal (ap/peal) for donations. 

    ªa[ú³e]a[l      ªa[ú³e]a[l                                  

A beacon (bea/con) is a large light that shows people the path to take. 

    ¶¥e]ac]on      ¶¥e]ac]on                                  

A beaver (bea/ver) is an animal that uses trees to build a dam. 

    ¶¥e]a¹Ö[r      ¶¥e]a¹Ö[r                                   

 

Now test yourself without looking at the words and check for yourself if you got 

them all right. Practice writing any words that you made mistakes on again. 
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Name:             Date:          ea words 5 

 
The long (e) sound is often represented by the letters ea when it comes in the 

middle of words, like in the words below.  

  

Remember: Say the word aloud, then say each letter aloud as you write it e.g. 

'lead, l ... e ... a ... d'   

 

Try to spell each word without looking at it.  

 
You put a       on your dog to take it for a walk. 

                                                     

If you      on a wall with wet paint on it, you will get paint on your clothes.  

                                                     

A      is a big jump.  

                                                     

Do you keep your bedroom       and tidy?  

                                                     

The very top of a mountain is called its      . 

                                                     

When there is a wedding, you might hear the      of the church bells. 

                                                     

If the weather is      , then it is cold and cloudy.  

                                                     

A charity needs to       for donations. 

                                                     

A      is a large light that shows people the path to take. 

                                                     

A       is an animal that uses trees to build a dam. 

                                                     

 

Now check for yourself if you got them all right. Practice writing any words that 

you made mistakes on again. 
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